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ost magazine "project cars" followa similar format: The editorial staff takes a brand new ear,
bolts on the coolest parts and
goodies available in rhe marketplace, and
guess what? The ear endsup looking better (though sometimes not!) and going
faster. This approach can be fun and
informative for staff and reader alike, but
it's hardly original, and it may not represent whatactual buyers/readers would do
to their own cars. And there are at least
rwo other flaws with this formula. One is
that it assumes rhat each driving enthusiast who wants to improve his/her ride is
starting with a new ear. A lot of us know
this just "ain't so." Secondly, it assumes
magazines have bags of budget Iying
around for the trickest (nee most expensive) parts and accessories available. Also
not necessarily realistic.
No dont get me wrong: I like rhe latest
and hottest componentry as much as you
do. Seeing the high-tech hardware in
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Part One:

A LITTLE
HISTORY
by Matt Stone
PHOTOS COURTESY OF VOLVO CARS

action is probably one of the reasons you
buy this magazine. But $45,000 roadsters
and $3,000 to $4,000 aftermarket wheeland-tire packages are not in the cards for
many enthusiasts. european ear has been
addressing some of that bargain-priced
need with the "Super-Buys" series. And
now 1'm going to take a stab at it ... but
wirh a Swedish accent.
Welcome to Project Volvo Turbo
This project ear will start with a repre-

sentative used ear, bought in rhe marketplace. That means 1'11 not only have performance and appearance up grades to
look forward to, but things to fix and
problems to deal with ... just as you
wouid. 1'11 try to take a cost-effective,
pragmatic approach toward getting the
ear up to snuff and rhen improving it on
a modest budget ... just as you might.
Sure, three-piece 18-in. forged alloy
wheels and the latest P-Zeros would be
cool, but don't expect to see them on
Project Volvo Turbo. That's not something an average buyer would really do to
a 15 year-old Volvo, so I won't either.
WhyaVolvo?
The reasons for seleeting a 2-Series
Volvo Turbo for this project are many:
european ear has never done a Volvo pro-_
ject ear, and your letters indieate that you
enjoy the Volvo (and Saab) ear features
published in the past. The early '80s
Volvo Turbos represent the company's

first real effort at shedding its boxy and
boring image and developing some reputation for performance. You can still see a
bit of their original DNA in roday's S70
(Urbos and R cars.
Need more? Sure. These cars are
robusdy constructed and tend to live
long miles, so it's acrually possible to
buy an earl y '80s Volvo that is not ready
for the scrap heap the day you drive it
ho me. The underpinnings are soundly,
if not exotically, engineered, and they
respond very weil to minor modifications. As you'll see, it takes relatively litde work (and expense) ro rum a Volvo
inro a real handler.
The 2-Series Volvos are plentiful:
Available in the U.S. market from 1974
through 1993, more than 2.8 million 2Series cars were built. Though evolution
of the platform (which I'1l review in a
bit) took place throughout its production run, the basics stayed much the

same. That means there are lots of
updating/upgrading possibilities. Any
and every part necessary to mainrain a
2-Series is available, and most prices are
reasonable compared to some of the
higher priced imports. And automotive
parts recycling centers (translation:
junkyards) are srocked full of parts-p roducing cars.
Everyone has different space needs. No
problem since the 2-Series Volvo Turbo

pension upgrades, attractive alloy wheels,
a special grille with integral fog lamps
and a nifty silver-and-black paint scheme.
Inside there were striped corduroyupholstered seats, a sport steering wheel
and a taeh ro set the 242GT's interior
apart from its workaday partners in the
model roster. All in all, the packaging
worked weil at adding some spice ro the
2-Series coupe, and it proved to be the
basis for the Turbo models ro follow.

was produced in two-door coupe, fourdoor sedan and even five-door station
wagon configuration. Even the coupes
have reasonable seating area for four, and
the wagons have practically become cult
classics. The 2-Series cars are roomy
without beiog big cars, compact without
being small cars. Don't forget the kioky
262C coupes, with their flat-top,
Bertone-bodied styling. Though they
did not come with the turbo powerplant
or suspension upgrades, everything else
still applies.
The clincher? They're cheap. Though
pristine examples of some of the more
limited-production models can command a fair dollar, 2-Series Volvo Turbos
are plentiful, and inexpensive.

Model year 1979 was pretty much status quo, but there were a few changes for
1980. The model was rebadged GTnot original, but descriptive nonetheless.
Front and rear anti-roll bars were beefier
yet, and gas-charged shocks replaced the
standard units. Pirelli P-6 perfmmance
tires on larger 15--in. alloy wheels became
standard, as did a deck-mounted spoiler.
Volvo came out with its first turbocharged model in 1980, and brought
it ro our shores for the 1981 model year
as the GLT Turbo. The powerplant was
based on the standard B21 F four
banger, but was equipped with a Garret
TB-03 turbocharger. Logically dubbed
the B21FT, the blown four was rated at
127 hp at 5400 rpm, with a rorque production of 150 lb-ft at 3750 revs. Boost
was limited ro 5 psi, certainly conservative in this day and age of 10 psi installabut
electronic
engine
tions,
management was a bit less-developed
science the n than it is now. Volvo didn't
want ro do anything ro compromise its
reputation for dogged reliability.
Unlike many such applications at the
time, it was more than just a bolt-on blower: There were sodium-cooled valves in .the
heads, and revised pisrons dropped compression from 9.3:1 to a more turbo-triendly 7.5: 1. Even then, Volvo realized that
turbo wear was a potential issue, so it added

WhichOne?
As noted, the 2-Series was sold in the
U.S. market for nearly 20 years. All manner of engines powered them, from
straight four- and six-cylinder gas units ro
V6s and even a diesel. The flrst sign of
performance srirrings in the lineup was
the 242GT model of 1978. Available in
coupe form only, it was powered by a naturally aspirated sohc four, rated at 101
hp. Not exacdy a firebreather, but
remember that auromotive performance
was on vacation at most manufacrurers
for the later part of the 1970s and the
early 1980s. The 242GT did pack sus-
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an oil cooler which not only kept temperature in check but increased oil capacity.
Though a power increase of25 percent
sounds like a lot, it represented just 20
screamin' Swedish ponies over the nowstandard J 07-hp BF2J engine. Yet it was
enough to transform the car from seriously staid to genuinely sporting.
Magazine editors of the day raved about
the car's performance; remember that a
J 98 J Ford Mustang of the same year,
with its anemic 255 cu.-in. V8, put out
about the same amount of power.
Besides a suspension set-up sirnilar to
that of the previous 242GT, the Turbo
got vented disc brakes from the six-cylinder cars, a shoner first gear and a tall er
final drive ratio. A turbo boost gauge
appeared on the insttument panel, part of
a revised dash arrangement for all Volvos
for '8 J. The exterior again followed the
flavor of the prior GT modeIs but ;without the stripes and with a bit more black
trim. You could also get the same package
in naturally aspirated form, a nice alternative for someone who wanted the
sporty look and capable suspension without the turbo engine package. These
models were simply dubbed GLT.
Overall, these first Turbos did the job,
giving Volvo a erisp, Euro-style sport
sedan, stealing more than a few BMW
320 sales in the process.
For J 982, it was more of the same.
Volvo expanded the GLT Turbo and
GLT equipment levels to both the fourdoor sedan and flye-door wagon models.
A turbo wagon? You bet, and it sold
gangbusters. Still does.
The beginning of the end for the 2Series Volvos was 1983, though it would
be a final performance that would play
for another ten years. The company
brought out its all-new 7 -Series sedans
and wagons which immediately began
receiving the top hardware and most of
the improvements. Though the year
began with models essentially the same as
the '82s, a much welcomed performance
inerease was on the way in the form of a
facrory intercooler, available mid-year.
The intercooler was offered at flrst in
kit form, for either home or dealer installation. Jr became standard equipmenr
beginning on 1984 models built after
Dec. '93. An intercooler acts sirnilarly to a

regular radiator, but in this instance cooling the intake air as opposed to water.
Volvo clairned that its Intercooler Boost
Systern (IBS) dropped the temperature of
the compressed air leaving the turbo by
nearly JOO°F. Power ratings were estimated at 157 hp when the kit was installed on
an earlier car, and 162 hp for the facrory
J 984 modeis. Still impressive, as the
aforemenrioned BMW (now the 3 J 8i)
was good for only lOJ hp, and the '84
Mustang, for all its 5.0-liter thunder, was
up ro very little more, at 175. Volvo's ads
were certainly not ashamed to reference
the GLT Turbo's 50-plus horsepower
advantage over its German competiror.
Things wound down a bit for 1985,
the last year the Turbo was available in
the 2-Series lineup. The two-door mode!
was dropped, but the Turbo could still be
had as either a sedan or wagon. There
were virtually no other changes for '85,
and though sales were solid, it was clear
that the newer 700-Series cars were the
way of the future at least in terms of performance offerings. A new 2.3-liter turbocharged engine had been developed,
but it was oniy oftered in the 740 Turbo
modeIs. The 2-Series did get a considerable face!ift for 1986, but the Turbo
mode! was not to be a part of the offering. The 2-Series Turbo models bowed
out at the end of the 1985 model year.
Whichever mode! you chose, there was
a lot ofbasic goodness that came with the
package. All 2-Series Turbos had powel
rack-and-pinion steering and power fourwheel discbrakes. The Turbo was availab le with a four-speed-plus-overdrive
manual transmission or a three-speedplus-overdrive aurornatic. As the Turbos
were considered top-line models, thel'
could be had with options such as sunroofs, leather interior, power windo\\'\
and locks, and a host of other features
that even now allows them to serve a,
conremporary, e"eryday transporration.
There was also a unique Turbo model
that appeared along the way. !r's unofficially called the Limited Edition 240
Turbo and has been colloquially dubbel
the "flat hood" Turbo. Volvo W,I'
homologating cenain modds for (he
FISA European Touring Championship.
Though the ins and outs of homologation rules and the loopholes through
them go way beyond the scope of fhis
article, the net resulr was approximClIl'!'

500 late-1993 Turbo coupes with the
IBS system, and a more aerodynamic
"flat" hood and shorter grille from the
1978-80 modds. They can be identified
by notation of the "Intercooler Trim
Package" at $995 on the window sticker,
and, according to John Matras, author
of "The Illustrated Volvo Buyer's
Guide," by an "Sxxx.xx" identifier on
the number plate. Though these cars did
not include some of the improvements
made to the 1984-85 cars, their limited
number and racing-connection cache
make them the most sought-after of the
2-Series Turbos.
Which to Buy, What to Watch For
There's nothing particularly problematic
about any of the 1981-85 2-Series Turbos,
though with the intercooler and associated
power increase, the 1984-85 modds are
certainly the most desirable. One particular pearl might be an '84 two-door, as it is
the only model that combined the twodoor body style with the 162-hp engine.
The '83 Limited Edition flat hood Turbo
is als o desirable, but be prepared to pay
more. Don't disregard a good 1981-83 car
over the horsepower difference however, as
the intercooler is available both from
Volvo and the aftermarket.
As noted, the chassis and drivetrain are
exceptionally long lived; bur turbo life is
an issue to be mindful of With average
maintenance (meaning oil changes) they
seem ta be good for about 80,000 miles.
They can also go 50,000 or 150,000,
depending upon the care they have had.
The Garrett turbo is a common piece and
can be rebuilt or found used in the junkyard; figure $500-750 for a minor
rebuild. Cam belts are important, as
Volvo fours are "contact" engines. This

means that if the cam timing belt breaks,
the valves will conract the pistans, and
this unfortunate occurrence could ruin
the engine. The belts are also good for
about 80,000 miles, but if the owner
doesnt know when or if it was changed,
add $250 to your budget.
Unforrunately, Volvo interiors don't
tend to fare as well as the engines and
chassis do. A cracked dash is almost standard equipment on an older Volvo, and
even if the seat upholstery has hel d up
weil, the foam and cushions beneath it
are probably flat and unsupportive.
Interior panels are held in with a number
of plastic clips, most of which will have
broken, causing numerous ratdes. The
plastic map pockets on the doors tend ta
break. All of this is easily fixed but again
needs ta be factared in ta your time and
moneyallocation.
As with most automobiles, especially
those with unibody construction, I recommend staying away from cars that
have suffered major accident or rust damage. When it comes to an ultra-rare car,
you may not have much choice, but even
the Turbo models were produced in large
numbers and remain fairly common, so
there's no reason to have ta spend a fortune straightening out a bent one.
Besides, uniess you or your body shop
really knows its stuff, the car is not likely
ta be 100-percent right again, anyway. In
short, even though you plan on doing
some work and upgrading, buy the best
car you can find and afford: It will ptobably be cheaper in the long run.
Next up: I'll talk a bit more abour
models, pricing and shopping, and then
introduce you ta the car that will be the
subject of this project. Better brush up on
your Swedish. ~
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Andlhe
winner
is ...

by Matt Stone
PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR
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n the first installment I covered the
thought process behind Project Volvo
Turbo, and took a look at the various
2-Series Volvo Turbo models built
between 1981 and 1985. Now, it's time
to go-shoppirrg.
I decided at the outset to focus on
either a four-door sedan or a five-door
wagon. Though coupes are generally the
most performance-oriented model in any
car lineup, I like the practicality associated with four doors. They are more plentiful and generally a bit less expensive.
There's a small weight penalty, bur I'm
not looking to build a race car here-just
something practical, cost effective, different and fun.
While the notion of a high-performance wagon might really set you on
your ear, Volvo has made hay with fivedoor performance models for 15 years
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now. The Volvo wagon has become
somewhat of a cult machine, and to
Volvo's credit, it still offers its highest-performing model, the 570 R, in both sedan
and wagon forms. Remember Volvo's
Showroom Stock racer wagon from a
decade ago, driven by former contributor, the late Len Frank? Volvo also ran an
850 Estate in the BTCC series during the
1994 season, and it performed admirably.
So either sedan or wagon would do.
As previously noted, the goal would be
to find a rust- and accident-free 1984 or

'85 model, as these cars have the intercooled engine good for 157 hp as
opposed to 127 ponies found in the
1981, '82 and most '83 240s. The cooler
can be retrofitted, however, so' the later
car wasn't a requirement, just a desire. A
stick shift would be my obvious choice,
as the Volvo manual is a smooth-shifting
tranny and comes with an overdrive standard. Bur the automatic would be okay,
as they too had overdrives and somewhat
replicated today's four-speed automatic
units in operation.

r

I

fieds seetion, so I eheeked in. More eonfusion, as priees seem to be all over the
map. I found an '84 Turbo coupe replete
with four-speed trans, leather interior
and 155,000 miles for $1,000, billed as a
"needs work or excellent parts ear." I
found another '84 Turbo, this one a
wagon in excellent condition for.$5,000,
There was a niee-sounding '82 GL
wagon (the luxo model) at $1,500 obo,
but it wasn't a turbo. And if you want
eheap, Ifound eheap: A '79 224 DL
sedan parts ear in running eondition
replete with a second engine and more
parts for a grand total of $300. Nothing
that seemed to be a direet hit, but- at-b.....
I guessed I'd be looking in the $2,000 to
$4,000 range for good runners.
Every market has a "free ads" -type
newspaperj SoCal's is called the Recycler.
A sean of the "1985 Auros" seetion
turned up an '85 Turbo sedan with
leather and a sunroof; the proverbiai
"looks-and-runs-great" kind of ear, for
$2,900 obo. A quiek phone eall; gone.
The other '85 was a non-turbo wagon at
$4,900. The 1983 seetion eontained a
fully loaded sedan with a new turbo and
lots of new parts for $2,750. It was still
available, but had 274,000 miles on it.

i
i

I

Other than the cracked dash panel which is
practically standard equipment on Volvo
240-Series cars, the dash is in great shape.
All gauges, switches and controls workfine,
even the power mirrors. The
AM/FM/Cassette is an older aftermarket
unit, andplays on only one speaker, so a trip
to. the stereo will come down the line. Stock
steering wheel would look right at home on
a bus or a tractor; it will have to go.

I
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A word about prieing: It seemsthat to a
great extent. the value of these ears boils
down to willing buyer, willing seller. I
tried several sourees and just got more
eonfused. One standard referenee is the
Old Cars Price Guide. I pieked up the 1atest issue, turned to the "Volvo" heading
of the imported ear seetion, and was
greeted with: "NaTE: Prieingwill return
in il future issue." Thanks a lot.
Next up, I tried the Kelly Blue Book
Web Pages, as reviewed herein a few
issues ago. This website works great as it
gives both "retail" and "wholesale tradein" values, and is as close as your modem.
The problem is, however, that it is really
not geared for eolleetible or semi-eolleetible ears. The retail priees assume the
ear is in outstanding condition, not likely
when searehing for 12- to 16-year-old
Volvos. The trade-in values seem to be a
bit low, but this makes sense, beeause if
you've ever tried to trade in a 15-year-old
ear on a new one, you know what kind of
dollars you get offered for it. All in all, a
good and reliable souree of value information, but one not partieularly suited to
the projeet this time.
While on the Web, I pulled up the
homepage for ipd. You can't get involved
with Volvos without knowing ipd. This
Oregon-based parts supplier has everything for the Volvo owner, from eoffee
mugs to turbochargers, sway bars to seal
kits. Its site (www.ipdusa.eom) has a classi-
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Projeet Volvo TUrbo is far from ~.~
it has not been the victim ofa major incident,
nor been purposely abused, it does show its 15
. years' worth ofwear. A bit of"sprayean detailing" willfix all this up, however,' and it's easier
and eheaper than dealing with things sueh as
rust repair.

Engine eompartment as it appeared when ear was purchased; nothing pretty but all there. Note
missing cap for eoolant tank, "high-tech" bungee cord battery holdown braeket and eheap, nonfunetioning alarm siren. Clips that hold grille in place are also missing and, while the engine
bay looks a bit scruffi it's alloriginal evidencing no previous damage and that the ear is a)ffmuine Turbo model not an engine swap. nIfirst focus on bringing things up to meehanieal
snuff underhood cosmetics is way down the road at the moment.
F E B R U A R Y
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Projrct \/ohJO Turbo is in amazingly original condition, right down to the mudflaps (which will
hit the driveway realsoon). Note tin)1 ,·tock exhaust pipe. Rear window wiper worksfine

Now rhese cars have long legs, and if
you've owned one and chose ro maintain it
and keep ir on the road that long, fine. Bur
there's little need to go out and buy one
with rhar much use on the adameter.
There were no '82s listed, bur there was an
'8J C LT wagon with 134,000 miles,
adverrised by a local used-car dealer. The
price was right at $1 ,9S0, but at least $SOO
of that was spent on Banda just to glue
this poor hulk together. There were also
several $SOO and $7S0 running non-turbo
models that would be good sources of
pans if req uired.
All in all, nothing that jumped off the
page at me, bur l was now gerting more
comfonable with the range of prices; I
reall)' didn't want to spend more than
$3,000 or so if possible and needed to
conserve som e money for go-fast and handling goodies.
Then Ifound ir.
Sitting at my local "lemon lot." The
metallic silverblue 1982 lurbo wagon you
see photographed here. It was parked in
tront of a shopping center, among the usual
rafr of 10- to IS-)'ear-old cars for sale.
Hmm, looks straighr. All original paint. No
rust visible. Original blue velour interior
quire nice. Automatic trans, power windows
and minors but no sunroof. Windshield
cracked. Factory turbo wheels intact; these
Volvos l5-in. imerpretation ofthefive,poke il 110)' wheel has heM up amazingf)! we!!, dor/t you think? They add a
deci~iedlJ' perfon11tIllCC look, both when
new and now. Fortunilte01, this car has
allfour stock wheels in peJjeN s/lape,
in du ding decent l 95/65- l5 tires with
mml)' miles lefi in them. This roflingstock pilckage will do justfine for now,
but a modestly priced s('[ ofl 6-im'hen
are likelv on the horizon. At duZ! time,
]'fl dec/de if! keep the.reforjittllre lise
(like mcing tires?) or s/{Japlllcet t!J{'rI!
1111'(1]' ro help off,'er smil I' other m.'rs.

Rear compartment area is complete and tn
good shape, though most ofthe plastic clips
that hold the side panels and trim are broken. Lots ofrattles are the reSldt. This mr
does not have the third-mw rear seat;".

would be fine for now, and great swap-meet
trade bait lor later on when l can ger into
same 16-inchers. Only 106,000 miles, just
about break-in usage for a Volvo. The sign
in the window said $2,500 or best oHer. I
felt myseIf twirch just a bit.
A call to the owner indicared that it
was owned for six years-bollghr it from
the original owner and was sellillg two
older ears to bu)' one new olle. Didn't
know of any accidents, but the mileage
was (orreer and original. Thc current
owner had replaced brakes, shocks and
the overdrive relay over the last few years,
and the AIC did not work. I also noticed
that the regisrration was up within 30
days, so if il wasn't sold soon, new tag'
wOllld have to be paid for. Wc agreed ro
meet f()]" a tesr drive.

r---

Besides the dead A/C and broken
windshield, the O/D still didn't engage
consistently, but the biggest problem
see med to be a distinct lack of power. The
owner also noted that the car needed premium gas or it would ping. A call to one
of the local Volvo experts indicated, with
almost 100-percent certainty, a plugged
catalytic converter. This is common on
any Volvo with lOOK or more miles on it,
and explainsboth the pinging and power
loss. The bushings also felr a bit tired,
again common on just about any ear past
the 100,000-mile mark in our smogladen environment. There were lots of
rattles in the inrerior due to the myriad of
little plastie panel retainer clips that ten d
to break on Volvos, as weil as the praetieally standard-issue eraeked dashboard.
The painr was showing minor eheeking
and erazing, and some of the blaek-painred trim also needed attention.
On the plus side, the body was arrow
straight, save for one minor indenration
on the leh-fronr fender. Oil pressure was
high and no smoke of any eolor traeed
from the exhaust pipe. The alreadyreplaeed 'Turbo wo und up and down
smoothly, the transmission shifted perfeetly, and as mentioned, the upholstery
and headliner were in amazingly good
shape. Further inspeetions eonfixmed
that the ear had never been in an aeeident, and not a stiteh of rust was found
when I put the it up on a lift for an
underside inspeetion.
The priee was fair, but this is America
and at least a bit of negotiation is expeeted.
I advised the owner that Iliked the ear, but
was eoneerned about the eos t of the glass
and catalyrie eonverter replaeemenr. I did
not hesitate to point out the soon-toexpire lieense, and how really expensive
Freon had beeome these days. He said,
"Look, I wanr to sell it-now-so 1'11 save
us both the BS and take $2,000 cash if I
dont have to buy the new tags." As they
say in the auetion business, "S-S-ScSold!"

Interior eondition is quite good enough. The
upholstery has no tears and the earpet is also
in deeent shape. The flam and springs in the
seats leave something to be desired, so I'll
investigate either a seat kit or maybe swapping in seats from a later series 240. As the
ears were made through 1993, there are
many trim upgrade possibilities.

Even with the plugged eat and having
no knowledge of its state of rune, the ear
passed its Calitornia smog test with flying
eolors. A quiek tri p to the OMV, and I
walked out the new owner.
The photographs were taken of the
ear in the exaet eondition it was
reeeived in, other than taking the signs
out of the window and a wash job. The
onJy other item done immediatelv was
the installation of a new windshieid for
safety reasons (the eost will be included
in the next installmenr). The next order
of business will be a eomplete flush and
ehanging of all the fluids so I know
where I stand with those maintenanee
items. Then, rll begin servieing the
obvious repair items, many of whieh
will not be photo-doeumented here as
they are rourine and eovered in any
shop manual.
Onee I have the car mechanieally up to
snuff and ready to serve as a solid foundation for performanee and appearanee
upgrading, rll get busy. ~

Squc:re as square can be: Proje~t Volvo Turbo sits level and doesn't sean to have any serious suspensIOn saggmg. ThIs profile wtll really sharpen up when I drop the ear an ineh or two, lose the
luggage rack, smoke the windows and get rid ofthat 4ft-tall radio antenna.

Projecl Volvo Turbo

Part

Three:

Firsllhings lirsl

by Matt Stone
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PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

opefullY, this will be the most
boring installment you'll read
concerning my low-buck Volvo
project car. Not that I think this will be
boring; it's just that I know things will get
more exciting from here on out. I'd have
loved to jump right into a suspension
up grade, big wheels and tires, more
horsepower and other cool up grades, but
spending my hard-earned bucks on speed
stuff prior to getting the car up to basic
snuff would be a waste. As the old expression goes, "you'll never build a strong
building on a shaky foundation." So this
installment will deal with the realities of
getting the ear up to scratch, not only so
it's usable as transportation-a very real
issue-but so it can make the most of the
modifications that come later.
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It's not that my car was "shaky" at the
time of its acquisition, bur it was far from
perfect. My silverblue box had not been
abused, and major things had apparently
been attended to when required. Bur it
still had just about zero power, pinged on
anything but premium unleaded, and the
windshield had a crack the size of
Montana running down the middle. The
overdrive was not engaging, so 60 mph
on the freeway was a less-than-relaxed
3000 rpm-not to mention what this
was doing to my gas mileage. There are a
million little rattles. I had no idea what
condition the fluids, belts and hoses were
in, so it was time to reset the car's meter
to baseline with respect to the basics. This
would also give me the opportunity to
begin making a more comprehensive list
of what was needed.
You'll note the photo documentation
of this segment is on the light side; simple

enough, as everything covered here is
fairly routine. Most of these procedures
are basic, and of a maintenance rather
than mödification nature, so they're more
than amply covered in any shop manual.
I'm not inventing anything new here.
This also brings up a good point: I recommend having a shop manual handy
for any such job; there's always a trick or
hint not visible to the inexperienced eye,
and "the book" can usually save a lot of
headscratching. Factory manuals are
available from your Volvo dealer and are
als o offered by aftermarket publishers
such as Haynes, Chilton and others.
The turbocharger itself sounded like it
was working perfectly, and there were no
obstructions in the intake tract. The timing was also spot on, bur the exhaust note
sounded strange. A trip to J&G Muffil:!
in Pasadena, Calif., evidenced what I suspected: a plugged catalytic converter.

Cats are llSually good for 100,000 miles
or so and my ear rolled 107,000 the day
I drove it home, so no surprise here. The
original factory cat was still in place and
ir was plugged righrer rhan tight.
Though I intend to install (or build)
some sort of high-performance exhaust
system at a larer date, the ear was virtually undriveable rhe way ir was. I
popp ed for an aftermarket-but correct-fir replacemem- for $240 induding labor, damps and gaskets.
One twist of the key and I knew I'd
done the right thing. The exhaust note
sounded normal, and I was able to get
almost full boost under hard acceleration.
You won't confuse its performance for
that of a Porsche 959, but at least now the
little wagon pulled weIl, particularly on
the 1-2 shift and through most of second
gear. A switch back to regular unleaded
evidenced no pinging under all but the
toughest conditions (uphill, NC on, hot
August day). Mid-grade (89 Octane out
west) seems to be ideal.
Next up was the windshield. No
magic here just a tri p to the glass shop,
and $225 later that problem was solved.
The previous owner noted that he had
recently replaced the relay switch that
operates overdrive, and "sometimes it
works, sometimes it doesn't." I'd also
checked the shifter-mounted switch that
tums the O/D on and off and found
that it appeared to be okay. Svenska
Volvo service in Montrose, Calif., knew
the trick on this one. While it could be a
faulty overdrive uni t itself, Sako and Joe
reported the chances were good it was
the wire that powers the O/D causing
the problem; this wire runs above the
transmission, and years of use and heat
cause an intermittent connection. The
wire was replaced and the O/D has not
missed a shift since.
Sako also noted a few other problems:
a failing master cylinder, two leaky fue!
injectors and a marginal timing belt.
The master was replaced, all the fuel
injectors were removed and deaned, and
the O-rings were replaced, as was the
timing belt. Svenska also noted a few
cracked vacuum lines, one being to the
Turbo boost gauge, so those were
replaced with fresh hose.
Fluids are the life blood of any car, so I
drained and replaced the lubricants in the

differential, serviced the automatic transmission with new Huid and a filter,
changed the engine oil and filter, Aushed
the entire brake system with dean Auid as
pan of the installation of the new master
cylinder and Hushed and re-fllled the
cooling system with a 50/50 mix of water
and antifreeze.
As a matter of course in went new
spark plugs, plug wires, a distributor
cap, new fans belts, new cooling hoses,
fresh air and fuel filters, and I replaced
three burnt out fuses. All said and done,
the car now runs weil and
has been reliable as gravity
so far. There's much work
to be done, but at least I feel
I can drive the car around
with confidence, and know
that I'm building upon the
aforementioned solid foundation. All of the above
repair and prevemative care
ran about $1,200 (including my labor for the tune
up and many miseelIaneous
items), so for a grand total
of $3,200 to date, I'm on
the road.
Though its always best to
focu~ on mechanicals flrst, I
couldn't resist just a few
quick and dirty cosmetic
touches. Those famous,
ugly, heavy rubber mudflaps hit the dumpster, as
did the metal grid for the

luggage rack: practical, but not exactly
sport y accouterments. I had a
"VOLVO" vanity plate left over from
another car, and I scraped a bunch of
decals out of the windows.
The front spoiler had contacted more
than a few bricks in its time, so I sanded
it down and painted it with a can of
impon ear touch-up paint, ($2.99 at Pep
Boys). rm still trying to decide what will
end up chromed, body-colored or
blacked out, but that will all come when I
make the tri p to the paint and body shop;
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easily rwo to three installments down the
line. I also plan to fix up the craeked
rcflectivc tape on the bumpers~and
these wagons look mueh sieeker with
their windows tinred, so these changes
will happen SOOJl. Still, replete with its
still-attractive facrary Turbo l wheels,
these few little tweaks~plus those all
important european ear magazine
decals~the boxy Swede is looking a bit
more special than before.
With the engine stock but ruJ1I1ing fine,
the interior dean and presentable, and the
body good enough for now, 1've deeided to
concentrate my initial efforts on a suspension overhaul. Horsepower can come later.
The shocks feel like they are working
reasonably weil, but they appear to be
cheap no-name units, so who knows
what they are really doing for the car's
handling. Every suspension bushing is
shot, as are the ball joims. Turbos came
with anit-roll bars front· and rear, bur
larger ones will controi what is still more
body roll than 1'd like. And 1'm researching cost-effective "plus-one" wheel and
tire combinations. On this car, that
means a 16-in. rolling stock package.

As always, 1'm keeping onc eyl'
poised on the budget, and may offer
other cost effective alternatives ra go
along with my acrual ehoices. See you
next time, when Projeet Turbo goes up
on the lift. ~

Svenska Volvo Auro Service
4455 Ocean View Blvd.
Montrose, CA 91020
(818) 249-1981

-----
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Sprucing UP the Appearance

Part
Four:
by Matt Stone
PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

O

kay, I lied. At the close of the last
Project Volvo Turbo installment,
I told you the ear was on its way
to the shop for a suspension overhaul.
And it is. Really. Bur while I was gathering up the goodies (Tokico shocks, ipd
springs and sway bars, new Volvo suspension bushings and the like), l kept running into, and constandy moving, all the
interior accessories I'd acquired. I figured
why keep pushing this stuff around the
garage; why not put it in the ear, and
enjoy it. So, I did. Therefore, another
tide for this installment might be How
To Make Your Old Volvo Interior Look a
Helluva Lot Better for Less Than $500.
Most folks think that the only reason
for timing an automobile's windows is
that it looks cool. True enough: Done
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properly, and with tastefully selected eolors and tint densities, a good window
tinting job can add a nice detail touch to
most any car or truck. Bur there are other
reasans to do it, besides appearance.
Those in sunny dimates know that
constant exposure to the sun, and its
harmfui ultraviolet rays, can wreak havoc
on a car's interior (and exterior, for that
matter). Quality tint products contain
built-in UV blockers-much like sunscreen-which reduce the sun's damaging
effect on your leather, vinyl and carpeting.
If the car's interior doesn't get as hot,
then your air conditioning doesn'r have to
work so hard to cool things down each
time you hop in and take off Same folks
see tinting as a bit of a security measure, as
it's not quite so easy to see who, or what,
is in the ear.
Marco Garcia has been tinting windows
for most of his adult life, and has mastered
the many tricks of this trade. Garcia owns
Professionai Window Tinting, and we
went to him to size up Project Volvo
Turbo's many pieces of glass. First of all
when ir comes to timing, it's best to find
out what' s legal in your area. There seems
to be two schools of thought here: what is
absolutely, technically legal, and what you
can get away with withour raising the ire
of the locallaw enforce~~~
ment officers. Most
states allow just about
any leve! of tinting on
the rear side windows of
an automobile. Tint on
the back window is O K
too, but not so much as
to inhibit visibility.
Darkening the from side
windows is usually not
allowed, but is seldom a
problem in most areas.
Tinting the windshield is
definitely a no-no.

Determine the best level, or combination
of levels, of darkening desired. Garcia uses
and recommends Sun-Gard products,
which come primarily in light, medium,
dark and extra dark (often referred to as
"lima" tim). I chose to use light gray on all
the side windows, with medium gray on
the wagon's rear hatch window. Think
abour what looks most appropriate with
your vehide, not only in terms of darkness, bur in terms of color. Same companies offer tint film in a variety of colors,
though gray and dark bronze are the most
common.
Cheap timing film looks great when
first instalied, bur can tum an icky purple
in as little as a year. The Sun-Gard material
is guaranteed in writing for as long as you
own your car. In the event the original
installer has moved or is no longer in business, Sun-Gard will even pay the.labor to
have someone else do the job. Seemed like
a solid warranry, so I wem with it.
According to Marco, the key to a welldone job (besides training, skill and years
of practice) is ultra-dean windows. He'll
use soapy water, alcohol, vinegar, EasyOff,
razor blades or any combination of the
above to get the glass as dean and smooth
as possible.
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Once the glass surface is pristine, which
is not too difficult on new cars but can
require a bit of work on older ones,
Garcia begins the ritual of curting, trimming, spraying and smoothing on the
tim material. Various size rubber
squeegees are used to press out each and
every last bubble ... another secret to a
long-lasting job. Most cars are not that
expensive to tim; our blue box rolled
out ofProfessional's shop, looking quite
a bit more stealth in the process, for a
mere $200.
The ipd catalog is a shopper's paradise
for Volvo owners. If you are not already
on ipd's mailing list, you should be. I
ordered the following: a Dash Designs
custom-fit dash cover, set of ipd's own
DuPom Amron Nylon carpet mats, a
genuine leather Wheelskins steering
wheel wrap, and a Swedish-made autoform rubber rear cargo area mat.
Older Volvo's seem to come with a
cracked dashboard as standard equipment. There are at least three ways to
remedy this problem. The first would
be to rem ove the dash and have the
cracked plastic professionally upholstered. Might look nice, but this job is
very pricey, and more work that it
could possibly be worth. Another
solution is a hard plastic das h cover
offered by ipd, that with a little bit of
work basically slips over the existing
surface. The plastic is grained to
match the original material, and can
be painted to match or left in its original black finish.
A third option is a soft fabric das h
cover that just Velcros on to the old
surface. I went with this choice, as it's
easy to install, available to match the
color of the interior, and is the cheapest solution of the three. The cover lays
down flat, with no bunching, and
required Velcro in only a few spots. So
much for ugly dash.

Project Volvo's carpets are intact,
showing reasonable wear and tear with
only a bit of fading. Though not perfect,
the nigs are a bit too good to replace,
given our budget aspirations. ipd offers a
nice quality custom-fit floor mat set,
replete with screw-down lugs to help
keep the mats from sliding around under
foot. The mats seem to offer a bit of
sound deadening as well. They're a good
value if you don't need something extra
lux, like genuine moose fur, or your initials or a Volvo logo sewn in.
ipd also offers autoform brand trunk
and cargo mats. These units are made of J
heavy duty though still pliable rubber.
While the rear cargo area of Project Volvo
is in pretty decent shape, it is comprised of
many pieces of carpeting and aluminum
edge trim. The tin is showing some wear,
and this is another area where noise seeps
into the Volvo passenger compartment.
This cargo mat fits perfectly, and has a
standup edge that will hold plenty of water
and gook so it won't stain the upholstery.
A neat addition.
Somewhere along the way, this car's
original Turbo steering wheel evaporated.
Too bad, as that unit is an inch smaller
than the GLT wheel that replaced it on
Project Volvo Turbo. The factory Turbo
wheel also has a leather pad, nicer than the
hard plastic center on this one. Anyway,
I'd like to replace it with a proper, smallerthan-a-bus's, leather-wrapped three spoker
at some point. But for the time and the
price, I strapped on a genuine leathcr
wrap. It's a perfect fit, and offers better
grip and more comfort. It'll do until

there's money for a fancy custom piece;
buy one from ipd, Wheelskins, or your
Volvo dealer.
Speaking of your Volvo dealer, it's worth
mentioning that they too are a good
source of parts for your older Volvo. This
may seem obvious, bur the option is ohen
overlooked, as the perception is that parts
may no longer be offered, and/or the
prices will be astronomical. As the 240
series was made through 1993, an amazing amount of factory parts are still made
and available. If you 're a member of the
Volvo Club of America, or get to be buddies with the folks at the parts counter, you
may be able to get a discount. And there's
a lot to be said about the quality and warranty that comes with factory pieces.
At same point, it would be neat to swap
in a leather interior out of a later GL, and a
stereo up grade is also in the works. The
Turbo is also in dire need of an exhaust
system, as the replacement system on the
ear is made of small diameter tubing, and
has more hales in it than a cheese grater.
But this round of goodies brings the interior up to snuff enough for now. On to the
underpinrungs.
~

Professional Window Tinting
3275 San Fernando Road
Los Angeles, CA 90065
213-257-5555
ipd
P.O. Box 20339
Pordand, OR 90220
800-444-6473 (order line)
www.ipdusa.com

